
Camp Good Dog
What to Expect

When you come for a showing, all our dogs are secured inside the kennel.  When you knock 
on the door, expect to hear A LOT OF BARKING.  The dogs get very excited when visitors arrive.

Our staff will take you on a short walk to the pond area, and will find out about your dog’s 
personality, likes and dislikes.  

If you haven’t already filled out a waiver form, you will be asked to fill one out during the showing. 
You’ll need your vaccination records for this 

When you come into the kennel, it will be noisy!  A good idea is to leave your dog in the run or the 
field outside, as the noise in the kennel may stress him/her. This excited barking always calms right 
down within a few minutes of visitors leaving. 

Each dog has fresh bedding & their water buckets are refreshed every morning. 
Floors are washed daily as needed, and are always washed and disinfected when a dog leaves or 
after an “accident” in a kennel. 
We have a kitchen where bowls are washed after every meal, a grooming room for baths.
There are 3 group pens for dogs who like to be with a group, or private and semi-private kennels for 
those who prefer the quiet & security of a private kennel

Food: if possible, bring in a hard-sided container such as a tin, bin or Tupperware, etc. 
We follow owners’ instructions on feeding amounts, any allergies, etc.
We have a freezer for those on raw food diets.  
Dogs are always separated for meals to avoid aggression issues with other dogs.

Full payment is required @ time of drop-off by cheque or cash – the kennel does not have 
the capability to process credit or debit cards. If a long-term stay, a special rate will be in order- 
contact the kennel manager for a quote.

Shuttle service required?  Let us know and we’ll arrange it for you. (Monday’s, Wednesday’s, 
Friday’s only)

Facebook – You can catch up on your dog’s day at our Facebook –page 
www.facebook.com/campgooddog  

Pick Up & Drop Off
Mon – Fri 
9AM – 11AM
5PM – 6PM

Weekends
9AM – 1PM
5PM - 6PM

http://www.facebook.com/campgooddog


CGD: Daily Routine:

Early Morning 
-dogs go out for a quick bathroom break
-breakfast 
-play-groups in the field while cleaning is done (rotating groups) 
-play-groups go for a walk to the pond for 20 – 25 minutes 

Mid Afternoon
-rest period for a few hours 

Late Afternoon/Early Evening
-dogs go out for a quick bathroom break
-dinner
-rotating play-groups in the field (no pond before bedtime) 
-bedtime 

Potential Questions from owners:

1. What if my dog gets hurt or sick?
Due to the social nature of the place we try our best to ensure the safety of all dogs by organizing 
them into compatible play groups, but sometimes injuries can happen. Nothing serious has every 
occurred but occasionally a nip on the ear, etc. - we have basic first aid supplies, Deb is informed, 
etc. owners informed @ p/u. If a serious injury were to ever happen, we have their vet info as well 
as their emergency contact number(s). Deb usually uses Haney Animal Hospital on Lougheed Hwy.

2. Is my dog left alone? 
Dogs are alone overnight and for a few hours during the afternoon during rest period.  The owner 
lives in the house at the top of the property and is there to check on the kennel.  They are always 
supervised in the play groups at the pond & the large, far field past that. 

3. Why can’t he have his own toys and bedding? 
In a kennel environment, dogs sometimes can become possessive of their property, so it is best to 
let them sleep on a neutral bed and play with neutral toys (balls, etc) 
 In special needs cases, a dog may have his own bed if he is in a private kennel. 

4. Why do we charge extra for an intact (unspayed, unneutered) dog? Aggressive dogs?
We have to be very careful with an intact dog. They may be more aggressive, or other dogs may try 
to dominate them, if they are more timid. Both situations may lead to conflict, so we have to be very 
selective in what dogs we group them with. They cannot be in a group pen- they must be in a 
private pen only.

5. How much exercise would my dog get?
The amount of exercise is determined by the dogs themselves. Some of our seniors or less active 
dogs prefer just to do a ‘walk about’ the fields, then want to come back to the kennel. Others love to 
run, swim, run, run, etc. etc.!! So we try to get them out enough so that they come back to the 
kennel tired & happy.

6. Why do we limit the drop-off & pick-up times?
As the new clients have already experienced, when someone knocks at the door it sets off all the 
dogs barking for several minutes, until they realize nothing else is going to happen! If we had people 
coming/ going all day the dogs would be in a continual state of turmoil. When the people go to 
leave, they can stay quietly outside the kennel & see how quickly the dogs settle down - and all is 
quiet once again.
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